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AXCST is a program for the stress and displacement analysis
ofaxi-syrnrnetric elasticity problems using the Finite Element method.
In the program triangular elements with a linear displacement field
are used.
The major blocks of this program are similar to those of
the CSTES program (Ref. 1). The AXeST program can be used for the
linear elas~ic analysis ofaxi-syrnrnetric solids with axi-symmetric
boundary conditions of any type. In addition, the program can solve







Stresses and displacements of a solid with axi-symmetric ge-
ometry, boundary conditions, and loading are also axi-symmetric. If
the problem is formulated in cylindrical coordinates r, e, and z, this
implies that stresses and displacements are independent of e. Thus, the
three-dimensional elasticity problem will be reduced to a two-dimensional
case, ~here the coordinates rand z completely define the stresses and
displacements of the body in all directions.
The Finite Element approach for solving elasticity problems
requires the definition of a displacement field within the element.
The simplest form of this function is based on a complete first order
polynomial in the following form:




v (r,z) = e + e r + e z
466
This assumption immediately defines the strain variation within each
element, which is found to be constant except for e. Since the tan-
e,
gential strain varies as an inverse function of r, the normal ~tresses
throughout the element will vary in radial direction as well.
The linear displacement function defined in Eq. (1) satisfies
the compatibility conditions along the edges of the elements as long




Expressing the unknO\\ln coefficients e , ... ,e . in terms of
1 6
nodal point displace~ents, the displacement function can be rewritten:
T
[:
1 a. a. ak u. v.(r, z) ~ J ~ ~1
= r b. b. bk 1.1 v. (2)(r, z) 26 1 J j J
Z c. c. c k Uk vk~ J
where
a. = rjzk rkz j b. = z. - zk c. = r k - r.1 ~ J 1 J
a. = rkz i - rizk b. = Zk z. c. = r. r k (3 )J J 1 J 1
ak - r.z. r.z. bk z. z. ck = r. r.1 J J 1 1 J J 1
2D. = area of triangle.
It should be noted that the axi-symmetric CST-elements are
actually complete rings with triangular cross-section, while the nodal
"points" at which they are connected are circular lines in plane view
(Fig. 1).
2.2 Fundamental Matrices
In the Finite Element formulation of elasticity problems
four fundamental matrices are used:
(1) B - matrix,





(2) D - matrix,
relates the elemental stresses to the elemental strains,
knmvo as the elasticity matrix,.
(3) ke - matrix,
rela tes the nodal point reac tions to the nodal point
displacements of each element, known as the element
stiffness matrix.
(4) K - matrix,
relates the nodal point reactions to the nodal point
displacements of the whole structure, known as the
global stiffness matrix.
2 . 3 B - Ha t rix
From the theory of elasticity the following relationships


















Substituting the displacement function (Eq. (2» int? the strain-dis-
placement relations (Eq. (4», the elemental strains can be expressed
in terms of nodal point displacements:
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E: b. b. bk u.r ~ J ~
E: v.c. C. ck ~z 1 ~ J u. (5)
=- JE:
e 2t. Pi Pj Pk v.
J
"Yrz C. b. C. b. ck bk uk~ ~ J J
vk
a. c.z
p. = -1:. + b +-~-
~ r ~ r
a. C.Z
Pj =--.l.+b· +-Lr J r
a ckz
-. Pk =
.-15.. + b +-
r k r
It is convenient to split the B - matrix into a constant
and a variable part:
B = B + B
-.. -a
B defines here the element strains at the center of the triangle,
-1
while ~2 takes into account the variation of E:ethroughou t the ele-
ment.
b. 0 b. 0 bk 0~ J
0 c. 0 c. 0 c k (6)1 ~ J
B =
-2 2b,
PcL 0 Pcj 0 Pck 0
". c. b. c. b. ck bk~ ~ J J
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,
0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 0B =-
-2 2b, 0 0qi qj 0 qk
0 0 0 0 0 0
where
a c z
~+ b + m cPc = r m r
m c c i, j ,km
a c Z a c z
=~+_m__ m m c
qm - -r r r r
c c
1 (r. + + r k )r = - r.c 3 L J
coordinates of
center of triangle
1 (z. + + zk)z = - z.c 3 L J
-6.
The expressions for P
ci ' Pcj ' and Pck can be rewritten in the follCming
form: .
2.4 Elasticity Matrix
The. elasticity matrix D defines the stress-strain relation-
ship within each element. For an isotropic material the Q matrix is
of the following form:
.••_~.l ...•. ,
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G = D e
-7
",
1 ~ 'JG e
r i-v l-'J r
Gz
~ 1 -Y- e·
(l-'J) l-'J i-v z
= E 'J (7)
Ge (1+'J) (1-2'J) -Y- 1 eei-v i-v
1-2'J
'irz 2 (l-'J) "Yrz
2.5 Element Stiffness Matrix
A general ex~ression for the element stiffness matrix, which
relates nodal point reactions and nodal point displacements of each
element, can be derived by appiying the principle of virtual work
(Ref. 3).
k e = S 'E.T Q. 'E. dV
v
(8)
This integration has to be carried out over the total volume
of the ring-element, however, due to axi-symmetry this volume integral
can be simplified to an integral over the triangular cross section of
the element.
(9)
Separating the constant and variable parts of the B - matrix









The numerical evaluation of k .presents no difficulties,
-1
however, problems arise in the integration of certain terms of k .
-2
From Eqs. (6) and (7)
q.q.
3. 3.
qiqj q.q. qkqjJ J
B T D B E (1-\1) (12)=--





















C Z Jn C
r
C
Integration of these terms leads to
. F z 2 ]
+cc (2.._-S)








In the derivation of this expression the following integrals have to be
evaluated:
Sdr dz 16 1 S~ dr dz = F1
6 6




Z dr dz = z J7 dr d?: = Fc 3
6 6
For the general case r i # r j f r k and r i f 0, r j f O~ r k f 0 (Fig. 2),















I I. (Lnrk Lnr.) + b. along k- j= -- -11 C. J I.I.
a.
I =-1 (Lnr. - Ln r k) + b. along i-k
12 c. . I. JJ
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I
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1 a k bkbk +-2 --b (r.+r.)c k c k k J 1.
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Whereas this is true for
It can be shown that certain simplifications of these ex-
pressions are possible; for instance, in the evaluation of F the
1
sum of b i + b j + bk is indentica11y zero.
the general case of r j rand r j 0, algebraic operations of this
m n m
type are not permissible in certain special cases where terms of I pq







A Type 1 singularity arises when two nodal points, m and n,
have the same value of r (for instance, r k = r j ).
corresponding value of c. (Eq. (3)) becomes zero.
1. .
This means that\the
Since c. appears in
1.
the denominator of several terms of I pq ' these expressions will become
infinite or at least improper. However, from Fig. 2 it can be seen
I I
that in this case the sub-integral over the area k j j k does not exist,
which means that I = I = I = O.
11 21 31
A singularity of Type 2 is encountered in the case of r = 0.
m
Those terms of I which become improper for r = r. = 0 can be reducedpq m 1.













n1e evaluation of T . for r. = a leads to an indefinite expression of
pL L
the form 0 . 00; however, by applying L'Hospital's Rule it can be shown
that the limit of all T terms is zero.pm
Although it is possible that both types of singularities
occur simultaneously (r = r = 0), this condition requires no special
m n
attention since the conclusions drawn previously are still valid in
this case.
The foregoing paragraphs show that the evaluation of the ele-
ment stiffness matrix for axi-symmetric triangular elements is rel-
atively complicated compared to the CST (constant strain triangle) ele-
ment in plane stress problems. The reason for this lies in the dif-
ficulties encountered in generating the k - matrix.
-2
Therefore, a number of developers of Finite Element programs
\
tried to circumvent these difficulties by using certain approximations
(Refs. 4,5,6,7).
The simplest way of doing this is by assuming k = 0
-2
Recalling that k takes into account the variation of €e
-2
inside the element, this approximation is certainly justified for large
values of r. On the other hand, it can be shown that the elements of
m
k are of the same magnitude as those of k for .elements in the vicinity
-2 -1
of the axis of rotation. Therefore, the use of this approximation may
cause large inaccuracies.
. .
It was shown that the existence of certain special conditions,
for which a number of sub-integrals become singular or do not exist,
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eliminates the possibility of simplifying the expressions for the in-
tegrals F , ... ,F .
1 3
To circumvent this difficulty it was suggested (Ref.S) to
assign a small quantity to those values that cause the integrals to





of r = 0 gives results which seem to converge to the true value. On
m
the contrary, the approximation r - r = e results in an excessive
m n
error build-up even for computers with a relatively long word length.
For this reason, it seems to be questionable whether an approximation
of this type should be used.
Another very common method of evaluating the element stiff-
ness matrix for axi-symmetric triangular elements is the use of
numerical integration techniques (Refs. 6,7). Obviously, this pro-
cedure gives only approximate results, regardless of whether those
special conditions for the nodal point coordinates are met or not. In
general, it appears to be doubtful whether numerical integration has a
distinct advantage as far as execution time and storage space is con-
cerned, when compared with the exact evaluation procedure.
2.6 Global Stiffness Matrix
One of the major problems in a Finite Element program is the
assemblage 6f the global stiffness matrix K of the structure. A de-





In order to make the analytic formulation of the Finite Ele-
ment method complete, two additional relationships have to be established.
Since the AXeST program includes the analysis of thermal strain
problems, expressions have to be derived to transform the thermal strain











By applying the principle of virtual work to this problem the following
relationship can be obtained:




= 211 S(~l + ~2' ) Q.§. r dr dz
fJ.






~ --_.-- -~. -_ .. ,... ~ ..~ .._-...; .
After evaluating B T D et explicitly the nodal point loads Ft finally
-1 --











As a last step in a Finite Element analysis, the elemental
stresses have to be expressed in terms of nodal point displacements.
For this purpose the following relat ionship has to be used:
e t





3.1 Application to Boundary Value Problems
The AXCST program can be used for solving the folloHing type
of elasticity problems:
(a) Surface Eorces, (S)
(b) Body Surfaces, (F)
(c) Displacement Boundary Conditions
(d) Thermal Strain
It is understood, of course, that these loading conditions are axi-
symmetrical.
As a characteristic of the Finite Element Method, all force
and displacement boundary conditions have to be prescribed at the
nodal points, as nodal point loads or as nodal point displacements~
This makes it possible to prescribe displacements not only at the sur-
face, but also in the interior of the body.
To keep the program as general as possible no attempt Has
made to incorporate the evaluation of nodal point loads due to dis-
tributed surface or body forces. The procedure for obtaining the nodal
point loads due to arbitrary distributed forces will 'be outlined in
Section 3.2.
Only in the case of thermal strain problems the program Hill
generate the nodal point loads using data for the coefficient of ther.mal·
expansion and the temperature change, Hhich have to be prescribed for
every element. Again, more specific features like temperature
237.66
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interpolation or temperature variation within the element was not in-
eluded, but can be handled by assigning nodal point loads directly.
3.2 Nodal Point Loads due to Distributed Forces
The evaluation of nodal point loads due to distributed sur-
face forces is commonly done by applying the principle of virtual
work (Refs. 5,8).
Using the following notation
s = nodal point load due to distributed surface forces
n






= [:: (r,Xl]= distributed surface forces(r, z)
I:,s = [~s (r,z)] = virtual displacement of the surface s
v (r,z) ...
s .
S ds = integral over the element surface
s
the nodal point load can be written as
S T- (22)S I:, !. I:,s dsn n
s
By assuming I:, 1 it follows
n




Here u and v represent a compatible displacement field, having a unit
s s
displacement at nodal point n in the direction of S '.
n
To illustrate this procedure the nodal point loads due to
unifbrm pressure acting on a plane z = constant will be eva1u~ted
s
(Fig. 3).
From Eq. (2:3) fa Hows
S. = S [ f r u + f -;s] ds1. S Z
Z s
Since f (r, z) a and f (r, z) = -p on surface s, Eq.
r z z
rewritten as







A compatible displacement function v with v. = 1can be ob-
s 1.
tained from Eq. (2)
T
1 a. a. ak v. = 11. J J.
(r, z ) 1 b. b. bk av = rs s 2f:, 1. J
z c. c. c k as 1. J
(26)
1 (a i + b.r + c. z )= 21:::. 1. 1. s
Since the surface integral S ds is independent of z in this par.ticular
s
case, the following simplification can be made:
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After executing this integration and replacing a" b" 'c., and 26., ac-L L L










Another very common type of loading, uniform pressure on a surface with
r .; constant (Fig. 4), will result in the following expressions for
s . .
the nodal point loads:
S. ; S, ; -TIp r (z, - z.)




The generality of this procedure makes it possible to evaluate nodal
point loads for arbitrary surface forces, although the expressions be-
come rather involved for more complicated cases. This procedure is also
applicable to body forces if the integration is executed over the volume
of the element instead of its surface.
3.3 Solution of Simultaneous Equations
The equil~bri~~quation for the total system of elements can
be written as
where
F = K 0
K = global stiffness matrix
F = nodal force vector
~ nodal point displacement vector
N = total number of nodal points
(31)
The vectors F and 0 consist of N sub-vectors F and 0 , which contain
- -n -n
the force and displacement components for each nodal point.
(32)
In the AXCST program an over-relaxation type of approach is used for
solving the large system of simultaneous equations (Refs. 1,9). The








j = number of itera t.ion cyc Ie
k . 0L. (j)]
-nL
(33)
k. = (2x2) sub-matrix of global stiffness matrix
-nL
k -1 nodal point flexibility matrix'
-nn
The use of this over-relaxation method offers a number of distinct ad-
vantages:
(a) The large but sparsely populated global stiffness
matrix can be stored very effectively, that is, for
a given storage space a maximum number of nodal
points can be handled.
(b) The error build-up and propagation, a very serious
problem for computers with short word length, is re-
duced to a minimum.
(c) No restrictions concerning the "band-width ll have to
be imposed on the enumeration of the nodal points.
On the other hand, iterative methods of this type tend to require more
execution time as compared to direct methods of solving simultaneous
equations. This is particularly true for certain types of problems,
where the convergence of the solution presents difficulties. However,
the same reasons that cause a slow convergence of the iterative solution
... _.0. _ ._.. .;;-... _ .•_. _ .__ .:.~•.••.••.••._•..~. __, .'_, __ ~~_'~"o·_•.•• _ ..•__....__·_·l""'",._
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might cause an increased error build-up for direct methods. This
error remains undetectable unless elaborate error analysis is per-
formed.
3.4 Displacement Boundary Conditions
From Eq. (3~) the displacement increment per iteration cycle




















t,u n] (j ) = [frr frz] [Prj (j)
. t,v f f P
n zr zz z .
(35b)
P denotes here the difference be~ween the nodal point load F and
-n -n
those forces caused by the displacem~nt of adjacent nodal points.





Whereas Eq. (35) is valid for all nodal points without re-
straints, certain modifications of the nodal point,flexibility matrix
-1
are necessary for those points where displacement boundary con-
ditions are prescribed (Ref. 9).
In general, two types of restraints have to be distinguished:
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(1) the nodal point is fixed in all directions
(2) the nodal point is free to move along a line with an
angle ep
Denoting the support reactions with S , Eq. (35) can be re-
-n
written for a restrained nodal point as follows:
[:::] ::] (36)
For a Type 1 restraint the displacement increments 65 are identical
-n
zero. It is apparent that this condition can only be met by setting
0;'(-1
the modified stiffness matrix k equal to zero.
-nn
* * * * (37)
For a Type 2 restraint (Fig. 5) Eq. (36) reads:




Pr - S . Sinep]
P + S . cosep
z
(38)












Special attention has to be paid to the case where ~ equals n/2. This
corresponds to the case where nodal point is free to move in z -
directio~. Since tan~ is infinite in this case, Eq. (38) has to b~
rewritten
Expressing S in terms of P and P yields
r ·r z
~'(








3.5 General Description of Input
The minimum amount of information that has to be provided
for a Finite Element analysis includes the following items:
1) Control Variables
Number of nodal points, number of elements, number of
restrained nodal points, control variables for output.
In case an iterative method for solving the system of
simultaneous equations is used, a convergence limit
and/or a maximum number of iteration cycles has to be
provided. .
2) Element Data
Nodal point numbers i,j,k
Material p~operties (Young's modulus, Poisson's ratio)
3) Nodal Point Data
Coordinates of nodal point.
Nodal point loads.
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4) Restrained Nodal Point Data
-~-------
Number of restrained nodal point.
Type of restraint and dire6tion in which the nodal
point is free to move.
-25
In the AXeST program t,vo features were incorporated which require ad-
ditional iqput information. These features are:
1) The program will generate nodal point loads due to
thermal strain. For this purpose the coefficient
of thermal expansion and the temperature change
has to be provided for each element.
2) The program will read in initial values for the nodal
point displacements. These values have the character
of initial guesses for unrestrained nodal points,
whereas they are treated as specified displacements
for restrained nodal points.
It is possible to incorporate numerous other features in
this program. Of particular interest would be program parts for
generating nodal point loads due to various types of surface and
body forces. However, to keep the input as general and at the same
time as simple as possible, no provisions of this type were made.
For the same reason all input data have to be punched on separate
cards for each element or nodal point respectively. It is apparent
that for specific types of problems the amount of input data could be
greatly 'reduced. In those cases it is left to the users to modify
the input of this program according to the specific purpose.
3.6 General Description of Output
The Finite Element analysis of elasticity problems provides
the following numerical results:
./
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1) Nodal point displacements
2) Element strains and stresses
These nodal point displacements define the displacements
throughout the body uniquely since the linear displacement function
used in the AXCST program satisfies compatibility along the edges of
the elements (Section 2.1). Howev.er, the element stresses and strains
will generally not ma-tch along the interface of two adjacent elements.·
From comparisons with elasticity problems, of which an exact
solution is known, it was found that the best numerical results are
obtained by assigning the element stresses and strains to the center
of the element. To obtain stress and strain values also for the nodal
points a number of authors applied certain weighted average procedures ..
Unfortunately, the cri teria used by, different au thors to determine the
weighting coefficients contradict each other in a certain way .
A second problem arises in connection with nodal point
stresses. In many elasticity problems the maximum stresses occur at
the boundary of the body rather than in its interior. In this case
the stresses at the boundary points will be biased noticeably, since
their value is based on. the average of the interior element stresses,
not on their extrapolated values. TIlerefore, it seems to be doubtful
\"hether the nodal point stresses should be used at all as a result of
the Finite Element analysis.




Element data (including center coordinates)
Nodal point data
Restrained nodal point data
2) Force Unbalance (printed in specified cycle intervals)
3) DisElacement and Stresses (printed in specified cycle
intervals)
/
Number of cycle, corresponding force unbalance
Nodal point displacements
Element stresses (0 , 0 , 0e' ~ 0, 0 , direction of
r z rz' 1 2
o )
1
In case there are distinct reasons to use nodal point stresses
as a result of the analysis, their values can be calculated and printed




A. Header Card - FORMAT (lX,52H )
















Number of nodal points
NumDer of restrained boundary points
Print interval of force unbalance
Print interval of displacements and stresses
Maximum number of cycles
Convergence limit for unbalanced force
o output of nodal point stresses suppressed
1 - output of nodal point stresses executed
C. Element Data - 1 Card per element FORMAT (3I4,SX,4FlO.0)
Cols. Input
1 4 Nodal point number i
5 8 Nodal point number j
9 12 Nodal point number k
21
- 30 Modulus of elasticity
31 - 40 Poisson's ratio








10 R - Ordinate
11 - 20 Z - Ordinate
21 30 R Load
31
-
40 i - Load
41
-
50 R - Displacement (*)
51 - 60 Z - Displacement (*)
Note: (*) On free nodal points,these are initial
guesses; on restrained nodal points
these are specified displacements.






o noda,l point is ·fixed in both directions
1 nodal point is fixed in R direction






Slope S (type 2 boundary point only)
Note: Cards of type C and type D have to be placed in
their natural sequence. To avoid errors the
element or nodal point number should be punched
in columns 71 - 80.
4.2 Assumptions, Limitations, Remarks
A. Limitations
1) Maximum number of elements: 600
2) Maximum number of nodal points: 310 -
3) Maximum number of nodal points adjacent to a certain
point: 8
4) Elements and nodal points have to be numbered in natural
sequence (data cards have to be placed in the same order) .
B. Assumption
Over-relaxation factor: 1.85
C. Initial guesses for displacements
For boundary condition type 2 (nodal point is forced to move
along a line of slope S): Initial guesses of displacements
perpendicular to the prescribed slope will be treated as
imposed displacements.
D. Direction of principal stresses
The calculated value is the angle between the positive R axis
and the direction of the maximum positive (or minimum negative)
principal stress. In case that both values (0 - 0 ) and 1"
r z rz
are very small this angle becomes meaningless.
E. Required field length-
CM - 100,000
8
By using CM - 140,000 the program can handle-up to 530 nodal
8 .
points and 1000 elements.
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--·------·....wRYfITi ·Cf;·3-·o'7T--MA-;,(C·"..----·--·-..·----..--·--·-·--·-..---·----·-------------------A-xcs""'r·2'g·---
WRITE(IO,308) TOLE , AxeST 30
-·'·---·-----··-----;i'Fz.. f '(rTtci~ ·3Tfir>-~..RET7C------·--_·_--··_----·---·-..··_---··---------------·-----ifxC'st"·-~T--
f( EA0 <I f\J , Lt 02) ( NPI <1(1) ,N PJ (M ) , NPK( M) , E ( M) , P ( M) , Al ( t':) , CT (1'1) ,M =1 , l\ ELE) AXCST 3 2
·__..·..·-·_··..·_··..I~~f~A·iJ'{i~~j'~··4d -'1 r .._·nrcNr·;~zTN·)·;TfL-O·l; b"TN)·-;'Z Lo'A' [r('NT';'lYRTt:r)-;'oTCirf~-t:r~T-;N-i\ro p.,-_·_-A'5(cs'f- ..Tj-·....
WRITE(IO,310) AXCST 34
·---·---"·-"-WR1·tTTT-o·;-3Tl"r-·T!~r;-RTi~T~·1n~·f";-RLo'~fj"TNr;-zToA Ti\ff;-or;TFrj-,OTIN) ;r\f;---:f-;~N 0pT.LfX'c s1"3"5--
WRITE(IO,312) AXCST 36
-'-~-----'-(r61(rfN~T-,--NNO·P------·--··--·--------·--·----·---·-------------------·---·--!fxcst---3r-
00 100 L=1,9 AxeST 38
----·-·-·--·---·S-RP:(·f-r;·cr~-S·R-rr"r;tT·~-s·iR-(iT,T)'-;..s'zTTN·;C3-,;o··;·o-----·----..--------------··--··A'5(CS·T-~fCf·-·-
100 NN(N~L)=O . . AxeST 40
"-..-··---~C6·CNTi·TN;Tj·~_;t.,j--·--·----------·- .._------··--·---·-·--·---·---·---·-------··-·--·---- ..·-"'ifx"Cs",.-··itT---
~. AxeST 42





DO i02II=1,6 AxeST 48
------------·--ob-·-roT·-JJ"=T,-i)--------·--..--·-------·---------.-.-.-.---- --------------- ---A-x'c'sT49--
1028(II,JJ)=0(II,JJ)=S(II,JJ)=0.O AxeST 50




~--------'-"-A-'~--(-2T=RTi<r c-\i-z1IT~RTfT>.<-zTKT--"-· ----- -·---·-------·-----··-----·--·-----A7.c-s"r--s-s---
AA(3)=R(I)~Z(J)-R(J)·Z(I) AxeSl 56
'----····-·-·..t3'D'TfT-=-z (J )-:'''zTK)....·---·-···--------·-··--·--·----..-,·---· ----"------A7c"s"'r-sY-'-











z c= ( Z( I H- Z (J)+ Z( K) ) I 3 •0.. AXCST 64
-·..·------wRTrCfr6~-3T:n-t1";--r;J-;K;-tTMT -;-p'(I1T';-ifI.-nT5--;1IT{Er, R·C"',-Zt-·---·---------A xes 1'-'6-5--
ZR=ZC/RC AXCST 66
·~-·_-·~·----AFrE-A=T'88··(··;rr>.<Tc·'r3r=EfEfr3..)-'i-CC-f2-r'7'27o..--,.----·----··---·..·-··-------·..---------·A"XC'Sr-6-7'---




TH(M)=[(M)¥AL(M)·OT(M)/PP '. . AXCST 72
_·_···_··_·-··--.(FrE~-Fy~:~C;;<..TT-f(Trf':;-· sTG i:nr:-o-;..irRf.tCf--------~------··-·_-~-------·-·-~'--. ---;f)rc·~rr--7·~'r ....





·---,·-----·..·z nnmT[·c·F~-zTo·AO· tcc..j-+..THt·;Je·c·n.::T-·---·----'-----"·--~··_·~-·,·---·-···--------------·-·---.l\-x ..c·s r-'7<3'-'-
e(1,LA)~8(4,L8)=88(L) AXCST 80
--------·..sTz·-,T1:f) =§'T4';Llf) =·-e-c1"[1-..----·-----..--··----·_------·-----.. ·-A-XC"S T'--8"1--
103 Bl3,lA)=TT , . AXCST 82
··..---..----..·-oc·~~ETf1T:;;.-p"rP,·-R· cTTi4:ff:;"'-A l~E-;;."·(i"~·d-+p'"(;:rf)T-·------------·----- ..---·-·----·-----,--r;xC5""'(-8'3---
08=oC¥2.0/PP AXCST 84
-·--·-----rrA:::·[i8·jr{17o.;;-pTfrrf·--'-···-----··--~·-··-~--_·-·-···------------_·-·_-_·--·_--·_----·_-~j\ycs"·'(""'85'-




. 0 (4 , 4 )~ 0 c . AXCST ~ 0
._-_.-·'-··~..6(fli:n+--t-f·=-i-,--4·..·---·--·--..·----·_·--,,·--,--.---....-,.--.-.--------.------.-------- '-'--'--A x"t-~n'-"·Cjr--·
00 104 JJ=1,6 AxCST 92
--·-------s"·(Ir;TJY=o-.-O---·---------·---....-·----·--·--·---------:----·---·-·-·-·-----·-·-·--tlyGS--r--<:r3--"
00 104 KK=1,4 AXCST 94
,,·-----I-trt.-·-·Sl·II--;-JJT=S-{··rr;·JJ--f+lH·rr;l<K·5-J;<-EnR·R--,""JJY---:---·-··-------·-----..---·-·-·--------A-X-C-S-T--<35'---
00 105 11=1,4 AXCST 96
~--_·-"-··-Dl)"--fd·5"-·JJ=T;"6'·--·_'--·---···..---··_-·------.·~·-·..,----·--~----_··-·------··-·~-ATts·r-·(rr-
iDS D(I1,JJ)=S(I1,JJl AXCST 98
-··---..--..-----0 (j---·nn;....-rf::-1-,-·f)·-------..--·--·---·..-·----..--·----,,·--·--·--·----·-·----..·----·---------AlCC..S·T---g-i:f ..--
00 106 JJ=1,6 AXCS1I00
------·------sTrr,JJ"1-=l)'·;O----------·----··--------..------·----.---------·-------·----AX"CsTrOl-·
DO 106 KK=1,4 AXCS1I02
·-.------Df6--s..crr;-TJ'r~sTtT;-JJ)·+·8-n<K;rn··~ ..o'( RI<t,~JJT--'--·---- .._·---·--·-------·_·_·----lc:rC~:rrTd"3~-
BL01=BLOJ=8lCK=O.0 AXCS1104
-.--.---.:-----r·FTRTtT:t·t-:-o";-oT--S"Cln-=--ACcfGTrrCfTr-----··-------------.--"..·---..-·----jrxc-S-rrO-5---
I-F(R(J) .GT.O.O) 8l0J=.L'llOG(R(J» AXCST106
·-·-·-------··:-cFTtr·(~'<·r-.-GT:-(r: ..oT-8L(rK=-A·[OG-·(··RTTO-y·..·-----···..--·----.-----------------------A·X·C'SITO'-7-
AO(1)=8LOK-8LOJ AxCST108













• 00 107 L=1,3 AXCS1118
·-------·-·--TF-(CCTL·)·~-E"Q..~·-O-~O}-·G-O-~-TO ..i"O·-r-~ ...--...'-'"._.-..--_."._._.._------._..- ..-------.....--.--..._ ...o-ix·c"s·Ti"i"g"-







. '''--''1'o'7'---t-Of~"TT~TOE--..- ......----.. --·--··---;-..-....-····--·--..·.....·-·-------..----".....----.-- _.-.-...... - ..-------'---ifx'CS"ii 2Y--
FA=FA/AREA-l.0/RC AXCST128
_·-..·-..·--....F13-~·F· o7A"~~~EA - ..tlf-·----··--·---·-·------·--·..-..-·-----·..---------------·-----..·----..-Ax·cs..fi-ig--
. FC=FC/AREA-ZR4ZC. . AXCST130
----··-'-·..o(f..TOtr··Tf--;-f-;·~-·---·-- ..·--·----·.._·---....._.-."....---.-~_._.---~···_···· ..-~-·_------··-_·---~-A'xc ..sTTjT--
DO 108 JJ=i,3 . . AXCST132
-- ..--"---'--'''fs';z'' ·'-fI·::'-1" .-...-. --,,--- ....--...----.--.- ..- ..-----..-.--..--.-........---.--..- ....--..-.-----..--....-----..--------..---.--.-.....-A'"XC:ST'i33·..·..-
JS=2 4 JJ-1 AXCS1134
---'---T'o"s"-'s"{r's-;-Js):= sCIs-;JS);0 c-":-':(·A'A'{Yf"j--;.<-AA-·(·TJT">;:-F-A+"TA-A"TfI) 'J-c"c-<:fJTt·-AATJJ"T"fcc·-('fI'AX-Cs·iij·5-·--
1»·F8+CC(II)·CC(JJ)¥FC) AXCS11~6
..-...---.-...----..-.~ ... _.- ..--...-~ ....--......- ...~_._- -_..._...-..__..._-_..-...._-_.."'~.- ..·----·,·~--_ ....-·_---'"--..~·- ..·-..--·_·A£GsTi 3'"("-
~< FORI'1ATION OF GLOBAL STIFFNESS MATRIX AXCST138
-..-, ..'if - - ..-- .._-.---.--_..---._--.--_ - .--- -.---- - - - -- - --.-.----.----..-.-- -.--- -·--·--------·---A·XCS·l:1-:3"9---
._._.. ._.__9g .'!.-~_~ ~L=_~l_~.... . .. . . . . . ~_0_~~.TJ· 4...g__
00 111 JJ=l,~ AXCST141
LM=Ll(II) AXCS1142
- ..·-·-·--....-·-..-r~·~j=-6----· ....·~..·..·_-----·-.._··--·--....~..- .....-_.._-..---_..'--.-._---.-----~------._---.-.-A-X-csTl'4-j--
109 MM=MM+l AXCST144
-_._-,-_..__.__._.-.._---_._--_._ ..._._---_._-_ ...~... -~-_.-------_. __._._-_.~- ..~_.__._._._..__._-._-~-_._---_. __._-._.--_._--_._.-...._-----_.__.__._---_._~--_ •.._._..._.._--- .._-•.._--_..
IF (t'IM. GE.1 0) GO TO 136 AXCS1145
I F OW ( Li1 , MM) • EQ • L L ( J J» GOT0 11 0 Axes T 1 4 6
--;--------····--I"tTt,J1,J-(-L;·1··~~f~T)-··~-N-f~·:·o-·f-GO-··- fo--·I-o-g-·-~---_·__·_·--'----·------'--·-----·..--·_- A x-CsT"~f47 ---
11 0 1\ N( L tJ, , M11 l =L L (J J ) Axes T14 B
·---·--"'·~-·--·"fB-;·2 ...'Ti-·_·-···-·-·-..··-·~--·----·----_. ---.,--~_.-."------.,---_ ....._-..-".---.---A·x·t~Sff49··"··
In=IB-l . AXCS11S0







00 114 N=l,NNOP AXCST158
--.....-..- ..----j\j o-=I·tf··-·-·" .------------..---------..- ......---.--- .......-..- ..--------·----·---·-·..---·..---·-··..-----·---tiYc-sTI'Sg--
113 NO=NO-l . AXCST160







I1S FlZ(N)=SRR(N,l)/OET . AXCST168
--~J(---". .~---_._-._---------...---.--_.---._-----------_.-,---·--------·-------AXCST-i-E 9 _.
¥ DISPLACEMENl BOUNDARY CONDITIONS AXCST170
--;;:-..-.-..-----.--.------...---.-----...--.------------..---..--.------'--·-·-·------·..-·---·-----·-..-f';X-c..s-i-171-'..

















11 7 FZZ (NP) ::: FZZ ( NP) - FZi« NP) :,< FRZ( NP) / FRR ( NF) . AXC ST186




--·"f."·--·-"-·-··-fTE"k ArCvI-"s-oCU T-rON'-r5-F-'-'SI MuT,-i'A'NEOUSfn'fCfAfIGNS-.-·-·----·-------·-------·---A'x..c·slTgi---
• AXCSl192
·-····--·-:f27r..cBi'ffHi[TE--..·----------·----··-···----'-"--'--"-'---"---'-- -----·--·-..·..--·AX-C-s·,.-i s j-""
121 NCY=O AXCS1194
.--~--_._..... -f UN-= IHmr·-..·-·-·---..·-·----~ ..·--·_·--·----".._~------_··---------··-------·---------A X-CsTI 91)--
IST=INST AXCST19S
-----·--------·I-"fi}·::'"r--·-------·---------·-·--------------·------------------------··-Jf:(CS T 1 S'y--
122 WRITE(IO,317} AXCSl19a
---··..T2T··~:roH;.· (j";:0-----..------------------------·-·-------·--·-----·-----------------·-----lf5(cs·TT·g·':f-
DO 125 N=l,NNOP AXCST200
------·-'--:-RUH-= N·N·TH--;T)··..·-·-·-..-----·-------~· __·-.-'''':'-'- m--·-··--"--"-----~-·--·_-·--------AYc-sl-"2-6'1'-'
FR=RLOAO(N) AXCST202
-·--....··-----..-Tt~·zr6Irtf (-~D--- ..·-·------·---·--_..-·---..---·--·-..··---'--·-----·-----·-----·---·----..·--·AYcsT2-0-j-·-
00 124 L=2,NUM AXCS1204
- ,------..-.-M~-N i\f(N~TT---·---·------·--------------------·---·--..-··------..o-·----------··-·-----rs..-XC-S-T2·iJ·S..-
FR=FR-SRR(N,L)~DR(M}-SRZ (N,L)·OZ eM) AXCST206




..---.. -------'ozmT=li"Tn,TFj:-R"E~CIP'<blj"Z-- ---.-.. ------..--.--..~------------ ...------.-...-.--.---------------·A-X-C·S···fz-rr-·
125 SUM=SUM+ABS(SRR(N,1}~ODR+SRZ(N,11·00Z)+AeS(S2R(N,lJ·[DR+Sl2(N,1)·OAXCST212
·-------·-·--1 0 2"r-~-'--..~.--._---"-~.-._.-~ ..__._-_.--.-----_..----_.--_.-..-··-----..----------·------·tlXtS-rZT'3-
NCY=NCYtl AXCST214
-----..----·-·--·-TF'TN·c-'(·;-CT·:-rUN i---t;-o--rO"-rZ6 -~--· .._---·----·-------------------_·-·---·--7rxtsT-2T5..--
IUN~IUN+INUN AXCST216
-.-----.---.-.~:mrrE-nO~ ..3T·e-}---HtT~ .."STrH--·--...,.---_.._..---....,-·'--.. ·-------·---·-·..------------A--X'CS-1-2T7··-
126 IF(SUi"1.LE.TOLE.OR.NCYoGE.f1t!XC) IND=2 . AXCS12113
·__··_··__······-1r(T~ c,{:·..G"f:·~·"ISrtT-G-d--··rd ..-Tz7-----·_-_··_-_·---------·-------··----------------'-A)(CS'T 2T9"-
GO TO (123,127> INO AXCST220
--- .~-.-..---.----.---..--...---------------._-------------------·------·----·---·--.. ·--·-·----------A-XCST2-2T-
~ NOOAL POINT DISPLACEMENTS AXCST222
---.>:.-.-----~--.- ..--.---.-.--------..-----.--.------.--.--.--.------.-----..----.--------·AXCST22·3--
127 WRITE(IO,319) NCy,SUM AXCS1224
-·------··----~rRTTE·(T 0";"3'"2Tf)-------------·-..-----·--·---·--------·-----.--------. ---.-----A"X-CST2;t5--
00 128 N=1,NNOP,2 AX(S1226
··---------c= ~J+r---·· ..--·---·--..-..-·---..-··-·-·-----·_..--..--------·----..------.--. .. ../fjitCST2-2·7--
IF(L.GT.NNOP) L=NNOP AXCST228
--·-···-T2-Tf-··~rin·'rE··(-10-~·~3-2Tj-N;--D·l·cnn-;D-rn,T>·-;r;-tJ"R·TC·'--;O-ZTCT- ..------------··-·..,.------·..---'---'-Jrx-C-S'f2 2'9-
• ~ . AXCST230
. - ..>1:----- -ErEt1El-Jl--S'(i~l·-:<;-sl~'-s----..--..- ..---·_-----_·_--··--···-------------,._·----------Ax-nr12 ~n---
.~-_._----_.._.~--_ ...._--,----~_._-------_._ .._._.._----_._._.._------------~.-._-----_. __.._._--_.__._-------_._--_._,._.•_...-.-_...
-------------.------- 237-.-66-----.-.-------.-------------:--..- ..-----··----.-------.---.----------36---·-·--·-·-------




GO 129 M=l,NELE AXCST236




.. -----·--ffJ·~ ..i(·Rr::·i·rn------·_---··---·-_·_---_·-·-·---.-.---..,-----------------.---7:';, C-ST2-4I~-'-





··· ..-·_··_··_·-..·..··'fr;;r~· b"'~-A'p:fA7 "(i~··(rf+·[rrJY+fi;;tKTY---·--··----'-·_-------·_·---_·-----..-----·----·-·-···..-fxcsl-2Lly--
.. . ~~ .~ =_E?__I _>:~q_3_~I~_~_Q~_~Q8J.l..!2J?_i5::'J2:'3:..!.!5] ._. ._. . . } X_~~ L~~~§'_
EZ=CI·OZ(I)+CJ*OZ(J)+CK~OZ(K) AXCST249
ET=TT~CDR(I)+OR(J)+OR(K» AXCS1250




oA= 0 8 ~< (.1 • 0 - P (M ) ) Axes T2 54
----------------08=0B~r.P Tf1-j---------------·----··--··---··--------------------·--·------·---·----·---·--------·----ti-x·-c-ST 2-5-5-'---·
SR(M)=OA~ER+D8·(EZ+ET)-TH(M) . AXCST256
·--·--·-------·-_·s z-T'M")-~D-jf)j'-ET+o 13 ~.-{ Ep-t'ff,)-- T'~j" C~~1-)-----..--------·-----------------..-{\ xc-S-"t 257----
STCM)=OA·ET+C8~(ER+EZ)-TH(M) AxCST2sa
'-~...-._..__._'"t"A"T (1 r-=TfC¥t"A--·---------·_-------------·- ..-··---~----·--------_·----------··_--··--A-X CST2-5-9---
1 29 C{\ L L STRES S (SF( ( f") , SZ (~'1 ) , ST (ivl) , TA ( t'1) , 1'1 , CO) !, xes 1 26 0
--- ---..----G(f-t"c--·TI2-;r;T3-(D--J.I~I:f-----·-·- ..·---------------··-----·_--·..--..--·-·..·-------·-----·--------7\)(csT""2'6T--
• AXCST262





00 134 N=l,NNOP AXCST268
-----------S·SR-~ss"l;-s- 5-1~~-rtA~}-:-~~FI~i::'f'= 0 •-0-·-·-------·---------·--·--·------·-·---·-·-------··1\·x-CS'T"Z6-9·---




IF(N.EQ.I) GO TO 132 AXCST274
-----··----n-·(fr;E(f~'"Jf-G-t---fO-T 3{-------------------------.----.--------:-----------------A £C$'12-"15-


























GO TO 500 . AXCST300
·------T:fs-VnH TE1Tc:r;·-:rZ6Y-H------------·--------·------------------·-·-----·~---------AY(s-_rTbT-·
GO TO 500 AXCST302
---'--r3-G--'WRI'T E·Ct·O-;..~r2-n-[~1----------·_----------------· ..-----·-'-·-·----·-------·-------·-------·--:t\yCS-r~rfj 'r-
300 FORMAT(lH1,1/) AXCST304
"'-'~'-3 (rr-t=-u:~;1"A"rT/77;·r..tn·p'D,....--bXi-A-v-~-)7Tf ..-·~---,,·"'---- ..----~·-.------------.--------iCFcs-r3-irs-
302 fORMAT(~ NUMBER OF ELEMENTS =~,I5,/) AXCST306
-'-----·----3-(r3--F-Cr;:(i'·r;frc1--..-~fm:rEIR--(H:--·-i\f6fTAL---P·cTl':rTS---------·-=-if·;fs·~-n- ..-·------------·-----------------'tfxc..sT3-01----
304 FORMAT(. NUKOER OF BOUNDARY POINTS =·,15,/) AXCST308
---·--j~6-5-·F-OR-M-tiTT;;<-f:jl~T~·rTN-TER\,;ifC---ul'fo ..ArA'i,-e-E ----·--~-;;:-;r5-;7f----· ·-----·-·--·-A-x·csT-:3'Ocf-
306 FORMAT(v PRINT INTERVAL STRESSES. =·,15,/) AXCS1310
..~ .."- .,.--. --::nr7 "TO'R~ ifjffT:.<"--cYcTl....TTFf IT-----"'-'-'---~---'--'------ = 'i";-fi~:r,7-)'--.._·_..,..-·~---_ ..-·__·_--~--· ....-'-Jrx··c"s't",3Tr--·
308 FORMAT(· TOLERANCE LlMIT =·,E13.3,/) AXCST312






------:3Tj-' F"Lfr~HATTfx--;-4Ttl.", 4-xT-;E:-iT:-:r;--FTz----:lt-;FI5"':s-;FI 3-~-3--; 5x-~--;'n::T3--:-5f---- ------AYc-S-f31 g-'
. 314 FORMAT(1H1,/I,· DISPLACEMENT 80UNDARY CONDITIONS.,II) AXCST320





320 FORMAT(II,2(· POINT·,9X,·R-DISPLACEMtNT·,6X,·Z-DISPLrCfMEN1·,18X) ,AXCST326
'-------------17-1")--·----·------·-·--·--------------·------..--..-.-.---------.---..·-··--·--------·--·----------:------RxGST:r27-
321 FOR MIn (2 ( I t~ , 5X, 2E20 • 7 , 18 X) ) Axes T:3 28
-·-···~---·3··2·2----F-b·RflA rrnrr;~J r;·Ji.--f.·['E-I1'E·r\rr··..S..T·in~~s·~:,_E"s··~cr--·-- ..··.. ---_.--·-'"--··..--·--·---·..-··..--·-~·--------··-A·)(C··S·T··3'2'9-'
323 FORMAT(IIII,. ELEMENr·,11X,·SIGMA R·,11X,.SIGM~ 2·,11X,·SIGMA T·,1AXCS1330
·------------rrl~-~TAD--R-:,,-z··)f-;Tfx-;J·< STG-.:MAy5;-..-;-frX~-~(-sTG-;;r-rl ~1\C;-I"1 X";'·"C"!r,fE"C"rToNJ;t-,7n--------·AXCST:rTC-
324 FORMAT(lH1,11,~ NODAL POINT STRESSES (WEIGHTED tVERAGE OF ELEAXCST332
---..·--------·fNt-i\I'r----S-r-RrS..st-sr';:r----·------·---.---.-----.--.-.-------------..--.,----------------.------·---··---·----j\-XCS-r3-3-3-
325 FORMAT(//II,· POINT ·,11X,·SIGMU P·,11X,·SIGMA2·;11X,·SIGMA T·,1AXCSTj34
-----~--_.--ITx-;';;"lAu"--R"=T>;<-;-iTx';->,<srG:':HAX~-';--rl'X·;-i'<·S·rG·:MTf.j'~-;l r x-;-~lJ-"fF.t·CTTc'r:f''''·-;77)----·-··ifX'i.:--S·r3-3·S--
325 FORMAT(lHl,10X,·ZERO AREA ELEMENT NUMEER :·,15) AXCS1336
- ....--. '-:r2'7-'FORf1"AlTI f-rr;TO-x-;-:'ftJ,oRE--r KCi N-/f---N-oTfJfc--F'o-rN-r--:<;---A-O-JAC-!:-NT-r-o----p'c'1l'ir-r>,<',-rs-r-jIX'C-ST337-
400 FORMAT(lX,52H )AXCST338
-----.--.- ---------------- -. -..-------------------------------------.------------------1\.. -·C--- .-~._-.-.401 FORMAT(614,E16.3,II0). . MX ST~J9
402 FORMAT(3I4,8X,4F10.0) AXCST340
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FI=TT·45.0 AXCST3S7
GO TO 101 AXCST358
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RETURN AXCST3G3
END AXCST364
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Fig. 3a: Element Geometry and Loading
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Fig. 3b: Virtual Displacement ~i
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Number of Elements: 30
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F.ig.' 3b: Nodal Point Stresses 0
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